
Ca Pepe Restaurante – Calle de Haya 51 – Moraira (21 June 2011) 
 
 
In the company of twenty four other members of Group B we enjoyed an evening 
meal at this pleasant and socialable restaurant situated in Calle de Haya just down 
the road from the Swiss Hotel, having pre ordered the first two courses. 
 
With a choice of four starters, four main meals, four deserts a half bottle of wine, 
bread and alioli  per person there was adequate choice of what can be described as 
modern European style cooking at a specially negotiated price of 19€.      A set 
menu is not generally available in the evening.      As an example taking one item 
from each of the three courses and a half bottle of house wine the a la carte menu 
would have cost us just over 27€ per person.        
 
Having consulted the other diners we can confirm that the service was good and the 
staff attentive and helpful.      Nearly everyone thought the meal was well cooked, 
presented and served on stylish tableware, although some thought that the portions 
were possibly on the small side and that a little extra colour from some other 
vegetables such as diced carrots or baby tomatoes might have gone down well with 
the main course.    
 
As we were not the only ones in the restaurant, with all the outside tables occupied, 
those who arrived slightly after the early birds had to park across the road or in the 
street. 
 
Summary - A very enjoyable evening, considering its location and was judged as 
reasonably good value for money when compared to their a la carte menu prices.       
We ourselves might not venture here on our own for an evening meal on the basis of 
their a la carte prices but might consider a lunch time visit for their 15€ menu del dia. 
 
Food quality  Opinion ranged from a 7 to 9 out of 10 
Ambiance  Everyone judged this high so consider 9 out of 10 to be fair 
Value for money Based on the specially negotiated price opinion ranged from a  

7 to 9 out of 10 
Service                     9 out of 10 
Location & Parking  9 out of 10    
 
 
For more information visit:  www.ca-pepe.com 
 

Email reservations:   reservations@ca-pep.com 
Telephone reservations:  96 574 3311 
 
 
John and Brenda Manley 
 


